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Keeping the Farm IN
the family

By Christine H. DeMarea and James R. (Bud) Strong

Family members of a farming operation work extremely hard to make it successful.
They talk about many things, but one topic that does not often get discussed is the
future of the family farm. Discussing estate planning with family can be difficult. Many
families discuss their wishes with each other but never execute the documents
needed to carry out the stated wishes and intentions. They hope that things will
work out after they are gone. Unfortunately, this doesn't always happen.
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Christine is highly regarded in business and estate planning and
charitable planned giving. She counsels clients on estate planning
and trust issues and works extensively with family-owned
businesses, family farms and tax-exempt organizations, assisting
in administrative, legal, tax and compliance matters. Christine
specializes in using sophisticated estate planning techniques
such as Family Limited Partnerships, Grantor Retained Annuity
Trusts, Sale to Intentionally Defective Grantor Trusts and Qualified
Personal Residence Trusts. She also participates in trust litigation
and tax litigation as needed.

Bud is Chair of the firm’s Trusts & Estates Department. His
multistate practice is concentrated in the areas of sophisticated
estate planning, business succession planning, estate tax
avoidance, trusts and estates, buy-sell agreements, charitable
planning, asset protection and corporate law. He has more than
30 years of experience in these areas, as well as prior experience
in managing his family's closely held business.
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liability company. If Sally were to die unexpectedly, the farm property would be
owned by her trust, which would prevent it from being retitled in the name of the
new spouse.

If Sam operates the farm, the lender is relying on his expertise to repay the loan.
Without Sam, the lender may accelerate the loan and pursue the farm property
because Sally is not able to operate the farm. The danger with this scenario is
that there won’t be enough liquidity to repay the note and the lender will seek to
foreclose on part of the farm property. This is not what Sam wants. He has worked
very hard to accumulate his farm property and does not want to have the bank sell
his land at a fire sale price.
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Solution: Use a trust to own the property through a limited partnership or limited

Sam is the primary operator of farm, he dies first and there is a farm
loan secured by the farm property and operations

This information is intended only to provide general information in summary
form on legal and business topics. The contents hereof do not constitute
legal advice and should not be relied on as such. Specific legal advice
should be sought in particular matters.
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Sally and Sam have been married for 35 years. They have three children. To keep
things simple, the farm property is titled jointly in the name of both Sally and Sam.
Sally unexpectedly dies leaving Sam a widow. After a couple of years, Sam marries
a woman with two children. She is younger than Sam and is not involved in the
farm business. Over time, she persuades Sam to retitle the farm property in their
joint names to avoid probate. Although this would avoid probate, the result at Sam’s
death is the property passes to the new wife outright. This means at new wife’s
death it will be HER two children that receive the farm operations and property – not
Sam’s children; they are left with nothing.
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Solution: Create an irrevocable trust and obtain life insurance on Sam. If Sam
were to die unexpectedly, there would be liquidity to pay the bank and save the farm
land. An added benefit to the irrevocable trust is the insurance would be outside of
Sam’s estate for tax reasons and creditor protection.

Divorce issues – the farm property is
in the name of Sally and/or Sam and
neither has any estate planning in place
Sally and Sam have two children – both married.
Sam is actively involved in the farm operations,
but Sally and children are not. If either parent dies,
or the farm property is in a parent’s name, it will
be divided according to laws of the state, which
means the children’s spouses could be entitled
to a portion of the farm assets. When Sally or
Sam dies, the family’s dynamics change. Without
proper planning, a portion of the farm property
could end up in the hands of a child’s former
spouse.

Solution: Sally and Sam could prepare a
revocable trust, living will, durable power of attorney
and living will. The trust would be established so
that Sally and Sam name a successor trustee in
the event either dies prematurely. The property
would be placed in the trust. This would have
provided continuity and avoided probate because
the farm property would have ended up in trust,
preventing a child’s ex-spouse from owning the
farm property in the event of the child’s death or
divorce.

“Love Can Keep Us
Together”

$5.12 Million Gift Tax
Exemption Expires in
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Not Really – Three Mistakes That Can
Break Up a Family Farm Business

Family farm operations share many of the same
issues as other businesses. They must maintain
cash flow and manage debt. One difference that
must be considered is the "family factor." This
factor can negatively impact farm decisions making
Thanksgiving dinner uncomfortable. There are ways
to avoid these family-related business problems. The
following identifies the top three:
1. Make sure intentions are in writing – your family cannot
read minds and a conversation is not a contract. The most
common issue that creates family problems is relying on family
conversations and statements instead of a written agreement.
We often hear from family members who have worked in the
family operations for years who insist that Dad told them
“everything will be yours when I am gone.” On the other end of
the spectrum is no communication. Many who don’t discuss
what will happen are shocked when things go differently than
what they expected or were told. The problem is without a
written document, this intent may not be carried out. The
written documents that are needed include estate planning,
a business succession plan and a buy-sell agreement. All
of these documents are often necessary to ensure the farm
operations are transferred according to the parents’ wishes.
Without these documents, the farm could pass to the wrong
hands.
2. Not having proper liquidity to pay taxes and equalize shares
going to on-farm and off-farm children. Many family farm
operations are land rich and cash poor. For this reason, it is
essential that consideration is given to how to pay creditors,
the IRS and members of the family who are not involved in the
farm operations. For example, Sam, a widower, owns a farm

worth $8 million. Son is actively involved in the farm but sister
is not involved. In 2013, Sam dies suddenly. At his death, there
will be two primary issues son and daughter will deal with: 1)
How to pay the estate tax of approximately $3.85 million; and
2) How to continue to operate the farm if sister decides she
wants to sell the farm. Many “off farm” children would rather
have the cash than own/operate a farm operation. Without their
commitment to continue the farm, the “on-farm” child faces
possible problems from the sibling in making decisions. In this
example, the son may be forced to sell the farm to provide cash
to the sister. Even if the sister is committed to the farm, the IRS
will still want its money to pay estate taxes nine months after
Sam’s death. There are a number of solutions to this problem.
In addition to insurance, there are planning opportunities that
Sam could have implemented to avoid this problem, especially
if he acts during 2012 while the current $5.12 million gift tax
exemption is in place.
3. Failing to protect children from themselves, divorce and
creditors. Many things that destroy a farming operation are
easy to predict but are not addressed. One child might be a
spendthrift – spending more money than is in the bank. Other
children may be married but do not have estate planning in
place or a premarital agreement. Even if children are pillars of
the community – things happen. Failing to address one child’s
problems creates issues for the other children. After all, if a child
is in the middle of divorce, the entire farm operations will be
impacted. Parents can avoid many of the problems that effect a
family farm by doing a few simple things:

I

Other Legal Items

n 2010, Congress did something that surprised many in the
estate planning legal community – it increased the per person
lifetime gift exemption amount to $5 million ($5.12 million
for 2012). Unless Congress acts this year, this generous gifting
“window” closes in 2013, when it is scheduled to go back to $1
million. This may prove to be the best time to shelter assets such
as farm property from the estate tax using lifetime giving strategies.
Why do something?

2012 Farm Bill
On April 21, 2012, the “2012 Farm Bill” was released by
Senators Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich) and Pat Roberts (RKs). Every five years, Congress passes a bundle of legislation
commonly called the “Farm Bill” that sets national policy in
agriculture. The last farm bill was passed in 2008 and expires
in 2012. The Agriculture Reform, Food & Jobs Act of 2012
(S.3240) represents a significant reform in agriculture policy.
The details of the bill are outside the scope of this newsletter,
but one proposed change is a planned transition away from
direct payments to farmers that were instituted in the 1990s.

Avoids paying estate taxes on future income and appreciation. If
a $5 million gift increases in value to $15 million by the time of the
donor’s death, the estate tax savings could be a minimum of $5.5
million (55 percent of the $10 million of the appreciation).
Asset protection. Individuals who own farm property should
structure their operations to protect the farm from possible future
creditor claims and divorce. This can be done NOW by shifting the
farm operations to special irrevocable trusts to shield assets from
both estate taxes and creditors.

Child Labor Farm Rules
Facing mounting pressure from farm groups, the White House
has decided to scrap rules proposed last year that would have
prevented minors from performing certain agricultural work
deemed too dangerous for children. The Labor Department
announced the decision on April 26, 2012, saying it was
withdrawing the rules due to concern from the public over how
they would affect family farms.

Farm succession planning. To avoid estate tax on the family farm,
while maintaining control of the operations, consider making a gift
of nonvoting stock or limited partnership interests. Now is a good
time to implement this plan while the lifetime gift exemption is high.
This opportunity may end this year, so we encourage you to explore
the advantages proper use of the lifetime gift exemption can provide
your family and your farm operations.

a. Establish trusts to protect against divorce/creditors. The
parents should establish trusts that provide how the farm
operations will be distributed at the parents’ death. A trust
never dies, so it avoids probate. To the extent allowed by
applicable law, the trust would be structured so the farm
assets are protected in the event of divorce or a creditor
claim.

Estate planning Questions

b. Do not give shares or interests in the farm operations to the
children outright. If shares of the farm operation or ownership
in the farm property are given to children outright, such
property is considered owned by the children and subject
to the reach of creditors or a divorce proceeding. It is better
for the children to receive their inheritances through trusts
rather than outright.

What does an estate plan consist of?

What are typical goals for the estate plan?
A good estate plan should accomplish at least four

c. Properly title the farm property. In some situations, parents
will title property in the name of all of their children. This
creates a number of problems in terms of succession
planning and creditor issues.

An estate plan is more than just a will. A will is an
important part of the plan because it names heirs,
nominates an executor and appoints guardians
for your minor children. But a will alone cannot
guarantee a secure future for the farm family, land
or business. Other documents (other than a will) are
needed, including powers of attorney, healthcare
directives, living wills, revocable trusts and limited
partnerships and limited liability companies.

d. Prepare buy-sell agreements. It is important that there is an
agreement setting forth what happens to the farm business
if a family member dies/divorces or goes into bankruptcy.

What would happen if I don’t prepare an estate plan for the family farm?

It is important to remember that with proper

documentation and planning, the family will focus on continuing
the business in a manner that makes sense for everyone.
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Transfer
ownership and management of the farm
operation, land and other assets

Avoid
unnecessary transfer taxes (income, gift
and estate)

Ensure
financial security and peace of mind for
all generations

Provide
creditor protection of the agricultural
business from third parties and divorce

Without a proper estate plan, you risk exposing your farm business to creditors or divorce, as well as selling
the business. Your assets are open to creditors, may be sold to pay estate taxes or given to an ex-son- or
daughter-in-law as part of a divorce proceeding. You lose control!

